Risk Code
Approved Adult Supervision
Risk Details:
Likely Cause Of Risk:
Slipping on grass or steps
Running
Coming out of slide
Incorrect riding position
Hitting other users
Going without being told.
Hitting the end to fast
Not obeying instructions

Risk Control:
Risk is controlled by activity
preparation, participant
control and supervision by
appropriately trained adults

This activity can only be used under the guidance of PSYV staff. Before this activity can be
used supervising adults must be trained by camp staff on how to run it safely, they must fully
understand what is expected of the supervisor and they must be confident in their ability to
supervise as per the instructions given.

a) Check the slide for any debris
b) Check the tub at the bottom is ½ full of water
c) Turn water on at top of slide

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Must not have any open or infected sores
Must keep hands on shoulders and ankles crossed while on slide.
Must not sit up at any time on slide
Only one person on slide at any time
Must exit slide at bottom only

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Only one person at a time on the slide
Rider is to be flat on back with ankles crossed and hands on shoulders at all times
Make sure they are off the slide before the next rider gets in the slide
Do not let spectators interfere with or touch the slide or the riders.
Some riders may wish to start from ½ way down instead of the top.

a) Torn of the water at the top of the slide
b) Pick up any personal items and clothing that might have been left behind

This activity will be checked prior to use and weekly as part of weekly clean-up. This will
include a general inspection of the activity for ordinary wear and tear or minor repairs. A
thorough and complete maintenance and repair inspection will be carried out every six
months and the necessary changes, replacements etc. will be undertaken. If there are any
deficiencies that put employees, campers or supervisors in any way at risk, at anytime this
activity will be deactivated until the particular risk is rectified or eliminated.
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